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A word from Grahame our Chair
Thanks so much for your interest in joining us as a Trustee at Spark Somerset.

Our small team of Trustees lead the charity to ensure that it both meets our charitable aims and that the voluntary
sector in Somerset continues to grow thanks to the efforts of our team. You will be joining an organisation that has
grown considerably over the past three years, especially during the pandemic when Spark Somerset’s leadership
proved invaluable for many organisations, including those close to the  health and social care sector.

Led by our dynamic Chief Executive, Katherine, we foster a “can do” culture to ensure that organisations who seek our
help get the most positive, professional and creative response. Voluntary and community sector organisations may
find they need help to secure funding, work with regulatory bodies, recruit trustees or comply with statutory
regulations. They may also need assistance to look outside of their own patch to learn from others. You will find that
there is a wide range of work underway to help facilitate this, some of which might especially interest you as you
consider becoming a Trustee.

Grahame Paine
Chair of Trustees, Spark Somerset
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Grahame Paine

We hope that you will bring the voice of your local community to the Board table and
widen our understanding at every encounter. Whilst our growth will often depend on the
amount of funding available from the statutory sector and others, we are sure that the
range of opportunities will keep you interested, rewarded and engaged.



We have a vision of a Somerset
where anyone can make great things
happen for their communities.

At Spark Somerset, we support and champion Somerset’s voluntary and community 
organisations to help change lives and build healthy, resilient communities.

We do this through the provision of information and advice, training and forums, and by 
sharing expertise, building partnerships, inspiring social action and advocating on the 
sector’s behalf at local and national level.

We also run the Volunteer Service, Spark a Change, inspiring people to get involved and 
make a difference in their communities.

We have been providing practical support to the voluntary sector in Somerset for many 
years. We became Spark in April 2016 following the merger of SSVCA's Voluntary Sector 
Support project and Mendip Community Support. On 1 January 2019, we moved our
operations to a new CIO and Spark Somerset was born.
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https://sparksomerset.org.uk/support/information-advice
https://sparksomerset.org.uk/training
https://sparksomerset.org.uk/support/forums
https://www.sparkachange.org.uk/


What we do
These are the core activities of our
organisation. We work to deliver them
every day, whether that's through
hosting training and networking events,
providing 1:1 support to groups,
publishing our monthly newsletter, or
matching people with causes that
matter to them. No matter what role we
play, from marketing to finance,
community development to operations,
we are all part of one team that is united
and driven by the same values and goals.
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Our impact

£850,060

people helped
out of digital

exclusion

increase in
newsletter
subscribers

692
people attended

online and
in-person

events

I now have the
confidence to deal with
an emergency requiring

first aid if it arises...
Having this training will

enable us to run
activities we wouldn't

otherwise be able to do.

1,069

588

48

checks
completed

new DBS
contracts

I have found Spark
Somerset’s DBS

service so efficient;
Leonie was friendly

and helpful and
answered any

questions I had about
the process and other

safeguarding
concerns. I would

thoroughly
recommend it.

Langport Youth Group

raised
for local

groups
The Red Brick Building

I am very grateful to the
Funding Team at Spark

Somerset for support with
bid writing. They reviewed

one of our bids, provided
great feedback and

signposted us to several
funding opportunities,

resulting in a successful
bid to provide us with a

community gardener for
18 months.

657 Jenny’s advice and
support was invaluable

as we prepared a
constitution, navigated
the Charity Commission

registration process,
recruited trustees,

applied for funds and set
up the new Local Pantry
which launched in May.

West Somerset Food
Cupboard

81

122

venues
supported

Digital Champion,
Minehead EYE

VCFSE groups
received
tailored,
1-2-1
support

volunteer
coordinator
forums

"

"

15

Attendee, Emergency
First Aid Training

"

9%

 Pluss team-member

356
572

volunteers recruited

It’s been a fantastic project,
only achievable by the

funding; we wouldn’t be able
to do without it. It’s brought

people together from the
community, not just from the

church. A warm welcome
space – just what is says on

the tin!

Warm Welcome provider

2022/23 
Our impact

groups
received

bid-writing
and funding

support

We were approached by
the manager of

HomeStart who asked if
we would  help set up

Chromebooks for ten of
their clients ... With the

help of Spark iT's Digital
Champions, they have

been able to access the
internet to search for
jobs and find homes. 

Thank you for
spreading the word

about our Connect to
Success programme.
Both Martock Parish

Council and Open
Story Tellers

contacted us due to
the newsletter Spark

Somerset put out!

79
new groups

joined
opportunities

listed

70+
organisations

represented at our
first VCFSE

Assembly

A great forum... Good
to see so many VCFSE
organisations present,

and a good starting
point for giving people a

voice. Thank you!

Attendee, VCFSE
Assembly

23networking
events

8 training
workshops

6

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

newly-qualified youth
workers thanks to the

Somerset Youth
Work Alliance

The certificate
presentation event

highlighted the good
work being done by the
Somerset Youth Work

Alliance (SYWA), not just
in terms of training youth

workers, but also the
benefits that the Alliance
can bring to the youth of

Somerset.

22
community-led
carers' groups

supported

"

"
Attendee,

 SYWA event

Spark Somerset’s work is only
made possible by our staff and
Trustees working
collaboratively with groups in
the county.

Here is a snapshot of the
things we have achieved by
working together in the past 12
months 

(View full size image here)
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https://sparksomerset.org.uk/sites/default/files/u30/Landscape%20Infographic%202023.pdf


Our values
Our team is driven by our values. They are the ideas and beliefs that unite and motivate us and
that we aspire to embody through our work.

We are collaborative
We help build strong partnerships, support
effective connections and share knowledge to achieve the
greatest impact in our communities.

We are empowering
We value the wisdom in communities and take pride in
sharing our collective knowledge and experience to
encourage and enable others to develop the skills and
confidence they need.

We have integrity
We strive to build trusting relationships with the voluntary,
and community sector so that we can advocate on their
behalf, positively contributing to decisions, and ensuring
that it is heard and valued as an equal partner.

We are responsive
We proactively seek opportunities to learn, take time to
listen, find creative solutions and adapt so that we, and
those we support, can make a real difference to people in
need.

We are inclusive
We are approachable, friendly and open. We
look to the future and explore new ways of doing things,
with inclusivity and equity at our core.
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Our organisation

VCSE public sector
and partnerships

Funding
support

Community
development &

volunteering

Spark Somerset are involved with a range of work for the voluntary, community, faith and social enterprise (VCFSE) sector in
Somerset, from helping a group to get started, to offering support and training, and helping communities to thrive. Our trustees’
expertise and experience is wide and varied, and provides us with valuable insight across all areas of the charity as we continue our
work to strengthen the sector.

Projects

Spark Somerset
works in partnership
with statutory
organisations such as
the NHS and local
authority, acting as a
bridge between them
and the wider VCFSE
sector. Perhaps you
have experience of
working with these
bodies and can
provide first-hand
insight on how to build
these partnerships? 

The charity works on a
variety of projects that
include supporting
unpaid carers, working
with communities to
make mental health
services accessible, and
helping to end digital
exclusion.  We welcome
input from trustees
with an interest in these
areas who can help
provide direction or
suggest other projects
that will help our
communities to thrive. 

The Spark Somerset
funding team offer
support to groups,
from bid-writing advice
and fundraising health
checks to providing
opportunities to talk
directly to charity
funders. Trustees with
funding experience or
bid writing skills  can
help shape this
support.

Our Community
Development team work
directly with Somerset
groups and
organisations, offering
guidance on governance,
networking and learning
opportunities, and help
with volunteer
management. Trustees
with experience of
running a group or
managing volunteers can
provide insight into how
this may be developed. 
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Find out more about our current Trustees and their skills and experience here.

Operations and 
finance

The operations and
finance team ensure
that all aspects of the
day-to-day functions
of the charity run
smoothly, creating
and implementing
policies and
procedures. Trustees
have input on what
these policies are, and  
how to put them into
practice. 

Communications
and marketing

Our communications
and marketing team are
responsible for sharing
Spark Somerset’s
messaging with groups
and organisations
through our website,
newsletters, social
media, and printed
materials. Trustees can
help shape this activity
and offer professional
expertise on how best
to communicate.

https://sparksomerset.org.uk/about/our-trustees


What we can offer

Flexibilty

Your time is valuable to us, and
we appreciate that although
this is a volunteer role, costs
will be incurred through travel
to meetings.

We will cover these costs in
order to enable your
continued involvement with
the charity.

As a Trustee, you will be
involved in making strategic
decisions about the direction of
Spark Somerset and how our
charitable purposes will be
carried out. 

You'll gain great insight into
what's involved in the
management of a charity and
have the opportunity to
develop your professional and
leadership skills.

 

Our trustee roles are flexible
and home-based, providing
advice and guidance
on an ad-hoc basis.

Trustees should also be able
to commit to at least five days
per year for quarterly, 2.5 hour
Board meetings, which we
currently alternate between
virtual and in-person, and an
annual team away day.

Skill development Reimbursement
of expenses
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What do our Trustees say about
volunteering with Spark Somerset?

Stephen Woollett

"Being a Trustee of
Spark Somerset is a real
pleasure – not least
because staff and
trustees work together
as a genuine team with
shared ambitions and
values.”

Tory Offord, 
Treasurer

“Spark Somerset is truly
collaborative;
everyone’s voice is equal
and heard. Whether it’s a
tough conversation or
celebration there is an
embraced equity in what
Staff, service user or
Trustee can bring to the
table to help deliver the
best outcome possible.”
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Emily Taylor,
Vice Chair

“It is such a pleasure to
be a Trustee of an
organisation that is so
proactive and passionate.
Having the opportunity
to volunteer alongside
people who share my
commitment to a strong
and vibrant voluntary
sector is great - I love
being part of something
so positive.”

Debra Drew 

“In my time as a Trustee
so far, it's been a
pleasure to see the
commitment and
positive input Trustees
bring to the table in
terms of supporting
Spark Somerset's
invaluable work and
positioning within the
VSCE sector. I look
forward to learning and
contributing more!”

Melanie Merrill

“I not only get to
contribute to a cause
that matters to me
personally, but I also get
the opportunity to shape
the strategic direction of
a fantastic Somerset
organisation that
enables local
organisations to flourish.  
I have also connected
with some amazing like
minded people along the
way!”



Applying to be a Trustee
This recruitment pack will be accompanied by a Trustee role description, which outlines the duties and responsibilities of
the role, our expectations, and the skills and experience we are looking for.

Equally important, however, is a  commitment to our core values and aims. If you’re unsure about your suitability for the
role, but feel you have something to bring to our organisation, we encourage you to contact us for an informal chat. You'll
find details of who to speak to in the role description.

Diversity in our people brings new viewpoints; driving debate, encouraging creativity, and helping us to engage with new
audiences to achieve the greatest impact in our communities. As such, we encourage applications from people who
belong to communities which are currently under-represented.

As part of your application, you will also be asked to complete a Trustee Declaration of Eligibility Form to confirm you are
eligible to become a Trustee.

Once you have sent us your application, you will receive acknowledgement from our team. A member of our board will then
be in touch to arrange an initial interview, which can be in-person or online. If successful, you will be invited to meet Spark
Somerset’s Senior Leadership Team to further establish your fit within the organisation.  You will then be invited to attend
a Board Meeting to give you first hand experience of the role and help you decide whether it’s right for you.
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Units 3 & 4, The Courtyard
Bowdens Farm
Hambridge
TA10 0BP

Tel: 01458 550973
recruitment@sparksomerset.org.uk

@sparksomerset
sparksomerset.org.uk


